
COPPER VS FIBER OPTIC CABLES

When installing the network cable, which one do you prefer â€“ copper cable or fiber optic cable? Let's break it down
and make it simple.

Ultimately the best decision is up to property owners. In copper or other metal cables, data is carried as a
series of electrons which flow through the metal rather like water down a pipe. In its unshielded form, it can
also be prone to interference. So former limits are expanding exponentially. Wireless networks may alleviate
much of this cost. Tweet on Twitter Copper has been used for cables to transmit power and data for a very
long time. Glass is great for outdoor applications and you can transmit a lot of data over incredible distances
with fiber cabling. Fiber optic cables, unlike copper cables, do not conduct electricity. They are minimally
affected by power failures. Therefore, if people decide to build a new data center, choosing fibre-based LAN
is a much more economical solution than a copper networking environment. In fact, in the previous
administration there was an initiative to cable up the country using fiber optic. Security Since optical fiber
does not transmit electricity, it does not radiate signals and cannot be tapped â€” copper does use electricity
and is susceptible to be tapped, which can cause the entire system to fail. Copper also cuts down on the need
for additional power sources. Market philosophy walks. If you have any further questions about fibre or
copper cabling, you can always get in touch with FS. Even though the fiber is made of glass, copper wires are
more prone to damage than fiber optic cables are. Propagation of signals in fiber optic cables is unidirectional.
Share this post. Copper cabling such as Ethernet, is the cheaper of the two, making it a low cost alternative
with a bevy of possible applications. Ethernet has certainly been in the news lately. An added benefit of fiber
optic cables is that they are not a fire hazard. These are slightly better than straight Cat 5 cable. Fiber optic
cables are not affected by electromagnetic interferences and power fluctuations. Cat 6 â€” Costs more than Cat
5, but it also supports higher bandwidths than the Cat 5 and 5e products. In fact, one of its first uses was when
NASA sent it to the moon for use in television cameras in  Ethernet extenders and SPF modems are
particularly popular, because they help homeowners and businesses alike save money. By staying up to date
and educating customers, you can both deliver excellent results and earn repeat business from improved
customer loyalty. Fiber optics can convey a clear signal much farther. One of the main reasons comes down to
cost savings. Items in Quote. This happens because light sources are not completely monochromatic. More
recently, however, copper has seen its predominance as a data conduit challenged in the shape of a new
technology, fibre optics, which offers greater speed and even lower loss rates. It already exists it has been
used, as noted, to wire telephones, so copper already found its place in the household and is less expensive
when used to connect network devices. However, if you need shielded or other specialist types of cables, then
the cost of copper can be much higher. While twisted pair optimized for high data rates Cat 6 can transmit
MHz over only meters. Again equipment at either end converts the data or voice information into light and
back again. Fiber optic cables are impervious to electromagnetic interference: Copper wires, if not properly
installed, will produce electromagnetic currents that can interfere with other wires and wreak havoc on a
network. The following will discuss it in two main factors. Fiber Optics or Copper Cables? Hence they are
much suited to harsh factory conditions in comparison to copper wires. By contrast, copper loses 94 percent
over the same distance. However over the years the costs for the cable components and hardware have steadily
decreased. The life cycle of fiber cables is years, which is much higher than copper cables. When traveling
over a long distance, fiber optic cables experience less signal loss than copper cabling.


